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Additional interesting information includes a 
discussion of the telephone service they used 
between the Midwest and the East Coast.  They 
hired special individuals to make 15 minute phone 
calls each day to relay information.  The individuals 
were hired because of the speed at which they were 
able to speak.   
 
In 1911 they moved their headquarters from Omaha 
to Chicago.  After World War II they moved their 
headquarters back to Omaha.  In 1965 the company 
headquarters was moved to Phoenix and the 
company name changed to Cudahy Company. In the 

1970s the company was purchased by General Host.  
The food division of General Host was subsequently 
(in 1987) purchased by Kraft Foods.  
 

And an Offer 
 
Anyone wanting information regarding particular 
companies can contact me and I will try to find what 
information I can about those companies for future 
issues.  My contact information is: Bob Russ, 48 
Thompson Ave, Ft Mitchell, KY 41017 -- 
russr1@nku.edu     

 
 
 

New User ID From a Flown Cover - A292 
Bob Szymanski (LM#145) 

 
Have you ever "played" with your perfins and 
wondered what pattern is the prettiest, the most 
aesthetically pleasing? I believe that many years ago 
the Club asked members to vote on which pattern 
members thought was the best one. Whatever your 
choice, you are happy to have a copy of that perfin 
and even happier to have one or several copies on 
cover. 
A292 is a "C" rated perfin and one that has always 
caused me to smile when looking at.  I was happy to 
have the opportunity to purchase several on cover 

recently.  I realized, only when looking up the perfin 
pattern number, that the user was only known by 
city!  So, here is a copy showing the now confirmed 
user of pattern A292..  
 
A&G is now identified as Aisenstein & Gordon, 
Wholesale Jewelers in Philadelphia by this well 
marked Air Mail Special Delivery Cover.  Mark up 
one more pattern user as identified 
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